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Mostly sunny
Student fees at Boise State
~ig~t ~e indexed to peer-
institutions by Fall 2004
increasing fees to close a 12
percent gap between BSU
and schools in other states.
Indexing fees means rais-
ing student fees to match
peer-institutions.
. In one scenario, fees will
rise 33 percent over three
years, according to a model
discussed at a State Board of
Education meeting in
December.
Acc<?rding to the model,
potential peer institutions
include the University of
Ala.ska. in Anchorage,
California State University in
Fresno and others.
The State Board has
accepted a peer-indexing
model, and is waiting for
Idaho university presidents
to select peer-institutions
said Keith Hasselquist, chief
fiscal officer for the Board of
Education.
The Board will review
peer groups in JUl1e. If
accepted, the Board will
develop. policies to imple-
m~nt indexing, Hasselquist
said.
.Once indexing starts, fee
increases are dependent
upon peer-group averilges.
The current model assumes a
7 percent annual increase.
Hasselquist said Board
members asked university
presidents to develop a sys-
tem to benchmark fee
increases. As it stands, insti-
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The Arbiter Provost Daryl Jones said
Board members also wanted'
to provide predictability to
students.
However, fee indexing
has proven exceedingly
complex - and con-
tentious.
President Charles
Ruch said choosing an
index might even be
impossible .
Some faculty
members believe
indexing fees unfairly
targets students.
"I think it is hypo-
critical to justify
charging students'
more because other
states do, while at the
same time providing
fewer resources than
other states do," said
Craig Hernmens, an asso-
ciate professor of Criminal
Justice Administration.
Hemmens said although
Idaho faculty salaries are less
than peer average, Board
members balked when asked
to raise salaries.
"The Board .said they
don't use indexing for that ;..
What this shows is that the
Board is willing to use stu-
dent fees at peer institutions
to justify a fee increase when
the same school administra-
tors refuse to use peer institu-
tions to justify increased
funding for Idaho schools or
faculty salaries."
Student leaders have criti-
cized fee indexing because
the proposed model fails to
account for income
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"Other
states
have higher'
average incomes, so
stu~ents here will be paying
a higher percentage of their
income. to pay for college,"
said Brad Christensen, for-
mer ASBSU finance director.
Idaho's median household,
income of $37,117 in 2000
was well below regional and
See Fees page 3
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International Programs meets federal requirement
Patriot Act demands
new system
By Casey Wyatt
The Arbiter ------
A new federal electronic
registration system is up and
running at Boise State
University Admissions and
International Programs, but
some administrators have
mixed feelings about it.
Christy Babcock-
Quintero, BSU international
student advisor, said the new
system conflicts with her role
as an advocate for the inter-
national students at Boise
State.
BSU implemented the sys-
tem in August, well ahead of
the Jan. 30 deadline required
by the USA Patriot Act.
The Student Exchange
Visitor Information System,
is intended to streamline the
flow of information about
exchange students to the
Immigration and
Naturalization Service.
But the 'new system has
placed administrators in an
awkward position. SEVIS,
which puts international stu-
dent's personal information
at the INS's fingertips,
requires certain domains be
filled out, leaving others
optional.
Babcock-Quintero won't
?e repo~ting any r.ersonal
information that isn t explic-
itly required because she
doesn't have the time, she
said. She is also concerned
about her relationships with
students.
"The problem is that we're
here to be the students' advo-
cates. (The system) puts us
into an immigration police-
man's role," she said ..
Within 30 days after each
semester starts, International
Programs must certify the
individual physical presence
of over 300 international stu-
dents.
Babcock-Quintero sees
many of them often, and cer-
tification for those students is
easy, she said. But she may
not see others for extended
periods and that presents a
problem.
"You can't just. use e-
mail," she said.
International Student
Admissions' Coordinator
Debbie Lareau has also been
using the system.
She said the system works dents, the system grants her
smoothly, but her contact a certain capacity to serve
with it has been minimal students.
because she only admits For example, the INS has
international students and ruled that international stu-
doesn't follow up with their dents must take a full course
progress. load. But if a student doesn't
Lareau said she only need to attend school full-
enters required information time in their last semester,
because she doesn't have Babcock-Quintero has the
access to extra information. authority to issue a waiver.
There are no set policies The American Council on
on what, if any, optional Education has made an effort
information should be to address concerns about
entered about international the new system for some
students. There has been no time. .
official training on the sys- Terry W. Hartle, senior'
tern for Boise State vice president of the
administrators. American Council on
Trang Doan, a senior Education, testified to
international student, works Congress recently about the
in the Women's Center and importance of international
Multi-Ethnic Center. She students in America's col-
said that she has felt leges and universities.
increased pressures asa for- "We are deeply concerned
eigner after Sep. 11. Doan- that .efforts to- implement
said special rules dictate dif- SEVIS without preparing
ferent details of her life in campus officials and
America. exchange visitor programs
"You can't work off cam- ... this will reduce the enor-
pus ... they keep an eye out mous benefits' that the
on you. I know (Babcock- " United States has historically
Quintero) feels awkward . enjoyed from welcoming vis-
about it all," she said. itors to our shores," Hartle
. Although SEVIS has corn- said. .
plica ted Babcock-Quintero's
relationship with her stu-
Plan to protect the
Canyonlands gains
varied support
By Jason Kauffman
The Arbiter ------
. . A wide range' of sr.ecia!
interests groups, facilitated
by Sen. Mike Crapo, R-Idaho,
has come together to protect
the Owyhee Canyonlands. .
This ID-member working
llro~p, known as .the
Uw}rhee lniti<i.tive, involves
special interests, stich as
. (!nvironmental groups,
motorize~ recreation groups,
ranchers, the U.S. Air Force,
and the Owyhee County
Commission.
Amon~ the most remote
• and pristine areas remaining
in tli:e contiguous 48 states,
the rugged Owyhee
$51,046
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Student government
improves recycling program
time.
Previously, there were
no recycling bins in ,the
SUB, although some build-
ings on campus main-
tained their own.
"There's been 'a recy-
cling program; it's just not
ve.ry efficient," Bridges
said,
Bridges said one aim of
the new program is to
make recycling stations
more easily accessible to
users.
"It needs to be conve-
nient for it to work," he
said.
Bridges decided to start
with one building at a time.
He chose the SUB because
he feels it attracts the
widest variety of students.
Although Bridges will
leave his position at the
end of the semester, he
hopes the next recycling
coordinator takes the pro-
gr~m. to other campus
buildings,
.. Currently, all money
earned from the recycling
program goes back into the
See Recycle page 3
.' Canyonlands region covers parties together to reach
large parts of southwestern common solutions, is that it
Idaho, .southeastern Oregon takes a lot of time," Crapo-
and northern Nevada. said. " .
The imr.etus for the Crapo said that often the
Owyhee Irntiative resulted 'most difficult' part· of such
from a perception common processes is finding agree-
among many in Owyhee ment among such divergent
County that at some point points of view. .
the Canyonlands would see "It's v:ery difficult to bring
some form of national desig- all those points' of, view
nation. -The initiative was together and find those areas
seen as a way for locals to of agreement where you can: , 'II
have a say in the 'planning build consensus," Crapo ;~,~: .
process. said. .i .,:~J::'
According to- Crapo, the Participants in' the .initi~l·::~f .
proceSs has shown signifi- tive have broUght. ron~:J:r .
cant p~mise because every~ . to the .working group ·tllitZ;';-;·
one mvolved has peen r~ge m scope·ftotn~n: \i>
r~spectful of. the W1~ely wildemessdesignatidn$/( t··';·
dlver~...ent .pomts. of view .protecti.·onOf.hiito..·. _ ric,.r..·..·.'..
brou tby working group mguses, to'all<Wling~
mem rs. '. . ' uei:i use by mOfomoo .
. "One of the things that I ationists.· . , "
have learned in this process, ." ..- .•"...,. ,
where you try to get~thl? See CanYOn1~~
By Linda Cook
The Arbiter ------
At the start of Spring
2003, ASBSU installed
approximately 24 new
recycling receptacles
throughout the Student
Union Building. .
ASBSU Recycling
Coordinator Greg Bridges
said student government
hopes that convenient
recycling stations will
reduce both waste and
waste disposal expenses
for the university.
"You have to pay to
throwaway, but you get
paid to recycle," Bridges
said.
Three bins are located at
each n~w recycling station.
The bins "are color coded
for their intended purpose.
Green bins are for newspa-
pers, brown bins are for
plastics and red bins are for
cans.'
. Bridges said there has
been an increase in the
amount of recycled materi-
als, but said thefull impact
will not be certain for some
. ". "
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Campus Shorts
East
NYU professor says'
NASA runs shoddy program
NEW YORK-A New York
University 'professor and aero-
space historian lashed out
against NASA on Wednesday,
criticizing the space program
for a "perpetual lack of direc-
tion."
William Burrows, a journal-
ism professor in the Faculty of
Arts and Science, charged that
NASA has run "a very, very
slip-shod program" since its
inception. Burrows' comments
were made during a journalism
. department presentation at
Carter Hall.
Burrows, a nationally known
writer on the space program,
said the Columbia space shut-
tle's mission was little more
than a 'public relations event
meant to disguise the fact that
the agency had no viable
research to do.
"Seven people got killed on
Saturday hauling spiders, ants
and mosquitoes into orbit,"
Burrows said.
"That happened because they
were running out of missions
for the space shuttle." '
Many Americans do not
know or care about'NASA mis-
sions, Burrows said.
"The dilemma the space
program has had since the
beginning is that there is no
large constituency for space
travel," Burrows said.
NASA administrators have
recruited women, minorities
and members of the general
public to travel on the shuttle in
an unsuccessful attempt to make
people relate to space travel, he
said.
Factions inside NASA also
hamper 'the space program,
Burrows said.
Among the agency's differ-
ing agendas are opening space
, travel to tourists, focusing sole-
lyon scientific experiments,
mining resources from the solar
system and studying how to
protect the planet from cata-
strophic events like asteroids or
nuclear war, he said.
Anti-war protesters arrested
in Sen. Kerry's office '
BOSTON-Two of three anti-
war activists were arrested
Tuesday afternoon in a peaceful
anti-war demonstration inside
U.S. Sen. John Kerry's office.
The three protesters,
members of the Massachusetts
Green-Rainbow party, demand-
ed that Kerry sign Senate
Resolution 32, Sen. Edward
Kennedy's resolution requiring
congressional approval before a
war on Iraq, according to partic-
ipant Patnck Keaney, 33, of
Brighton, who was arrested.
"We were dissatisfied with
John Kerry's leadership,"
Keaney said. '
According to Keaney, Kerry
gives public impassioned
speeches against military force
in Iraq, yet votes to support war
in the Senate.
When the three 'activists
arrived at Senator Kerry's
office, they were welcomed by
his office workers, according to
Keaney. Aides said they respect
the activists' rights and even
admired their actions, he said.
After a couple of hours, how-
ever, aides said they' did not
want the public to hear about
the demonstration, Keaney said.
First avoiding police action,
they said they would stay with
the protesters, but they could
not use the restroom. If they left
the room, they would be locked
out and unable to return.
"A battle of will quickly
became a battle of bladders,"
Keaney said.
But Keaney began calling
reporters, using his cell phone
"as a conduit to the outside
world," he said. '
Once office workers realized
the potential publicity, they
decided to put an end to it by
arresting the two of them,
, Keaney said.
Keaney was arrested, along
with another activist, Matthew
Osborn, 24, of Brookline, Mass.
The third activist, Michael
Gainer, 28, of Boston, used the
restroom at one point and was
locked out, although he partici-
pated for much' of the time.
Sen. Kerry's office could not
be reached for comment regard-
ing the protest. .
Midwest
Bush team seeks time in
U-M admissions case
ANN ARBOR,
Mich.-President George W.
Bush asked the U.S. Supreme
Court on Tuesday to hear his
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justify the use of race in :where43Sseats' Will:be
admissions. In 1996, the court sold,at$5().$200a'~at::
ruled the admissions policy . \TiCkets, ,"'can i,~be
unconstitutional. pl,ltc.ll.i).sed'.at 'CASI"
U-M spokeswoman Julie Foundation ,For
Peterson said the school is Children located at 2308
prepared to answer Olson's ,N.ColeRd,'SuitEl;E; or
arguments. U~M has denied its -cl1arged:by; phone' at
admissions systems use quotas. 208-376;-0558.'
News shorts are compiled by
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arguments ,criticizing the
University of Michigan's
admission system as an illegal
quota system.
U.S. Solicitor General Ted
Olson, acting as Bush's agent,
asked the court for 10 minutes
during oral arguments on April
I to expand Bush's arguments.
, The - arguments, detailed in
legal briefs filed with the court
last month, claim that U-M's
law school and undergraduate
policies unfairly reward or
penalize students based on race.
Olson was reportedly unhap-
py that Bush's briefs did not ask
the court to overturn the 1978
Supreme.Court decision in the
Bakke case, which struck down
quotas but permitted the use of
race as a factor in admissions.
' ..
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"Monday, February 10,2003 News
already have this system
figured out," he said.
After looking into pro-
grams at other universities,
Bridges decided that recy-
,cling would be a good
investment for BSU.
Ryan McMullan, recy-
cling coordinator for Rice
University in Texas, said
Rice recycles 29 percent of
. its waste, which saves Rice
thousands of dollars each
year.
McMullan said that from
July 2000-June 2001/ Rice
University saved $19/000 on
.waste disposal and earned
approximately $4/800 from
sellin~ the recycled
matenals.
. In the following fiscal
year, the market for
recyclables fell, but Rice/s
recycling effort still saved
the university $10/000 on
waste disposal.
There are about 4/000
students at Rice University.
Boise State serves over
17/000.
The money for the recy-
cling bins came from a
donation from the Coca
Cola Company, which gives
$10/000 per year to ASBSU/s
recycling program. .
During Fall 2002/ ASBSU
afProved sl?ending $5/000
o the donatton on the new
recycling stations. The bins
themselves cost up to $200
each.
Arbiter staff photo
New.recycling bins stand ready to receive your aluminum, newspaper and plastic.
Recycle from page 1
ASBSU recycling account.
Last semester, the amount
earned totaled about $500/
but Bridges is aiming
higher.
He hopes BSU can gain
the financial benefits of a
good recycling program,
such as the University of
Oregon, the University of
Colorado and Rice
University have.
"Lots of major schools
Fees from page 1
national averages, according
to a study by the Western
Interstate Commission for
Higher Education.
However, Idaho's cost of
living was also the second
lowest of the 11 western
states in 2001, according to
the ACCRA Cost of Living
Index.
Hasselquist said although
the proposed indexing
model doesn't account for
income differentials, Board
members have considered
fees as a percent of house-
hold income in the past. -
Christensen said creating
proportionally higher fees
could create' a long-term
problem for the state.
"Raising fees is the last
thing we want to do. Idaho is
already near the bottom of
western states in the propor-
tion of high school students
who go on to college."
Hemmens said fewer
students could attend college
as a result of indexing.
"We must also consider
the impact that a- dramatic
fee increase will have on the
ability of Idaho students to
Canyonlands from pase 1
"We are fortunate that in
these areas of trying to deal
with environmental and eco-
nomic . concerns there are
often a lot of areas of overlap
where we can find solutions
that are win-win," Crapo
said. .
"It is finding those solu-
tions that are win-win and
then developing the
confidence of those involved
in those solutions that takes
the time. I really do believe
that we have the potential for
some breakthroughs."
Once specific agreements
have been reached, the
results will be presented to
Sen. Crapo in the form of leg-
islation that he will then
present to Congress.
John McCarthy, policy
director for the Idaho
Conservation League, a
member of the initiatives
working group, said their
main objective is to promote
increased protection for .the
Canyonlands.
"Our objective is the pro-
tection of a large part of the
wild sagebrush ecosystem
and actually have some
wilderness legislation,"
McCarthy said.
attend college at a time when
wages are not increasing and
access to adequate financial
aid is increasingly hard to
come by."
Hasselquist said although
he doesn't deny the added
financial burden on students,
he doesn't expect fee increas-
es to slow enrollment.
"Historically, there is no
elasticity of demand. You
can raise fees and the
demand will still be there."
In addition to student and
faculty criticism, administra-
tors question whether a
single policy can address
multiple variables, such as a
funding inequity among
Idaho universities.
"It's not a simple thing to
index. If everyone is on the
same index but the base is
not correct when you start,
then all the index does is tie
you to an unfair compari-
son," Jones said.
"This is relevant to the
State Board's consideration
of funding equity. One of the
dangers of inflexible index-
ing would be that the
inequity gets built in
permanently."
Jones said it. is unclear
how indexing would accom-
modate the funding inequity.
President Charles Ruch
emphasized the difficulty of
applying an indexing model
to all Idaho public universi-
ties/ including the University
of Idaho, Idaho State and
others.
"All of the institutions are
very different institutions
with very different fee histo-
ries and current economic
situations, and to find one
model that fits all is a real
challenge, if not impossibili-
ty," Ruch said.
When the university pres-
idents presented their index-
ing proposal to the Board of
Education, many questions
still remained.
"We wanted to find out if
Board members were
interested in it before we
committed significant staff
time to the plan," Ruch said.
Because of the remaining
questions, Ruch said index-
ing might not be applied
until fall 2005.
University presidents
chose indexing out of many
options, including an index
specifying matriculation fees
should be a certain/ercent-
age of appropriate funds,
an index to total education
cost, a matriculation fee as a
percent of non-education
costs and an inflationary
index that would approxi-
mate the consumer price
index plus a percentage,
according to the minutes of a
September Board meeting.
In recent years issues relat-
ed to the cattle industry in
Owyhee County have
received increasingly close
attention.
According to McCiuthy,
the position the ICL takes in
relation to .grazing in the
Owyhees has more to do
with increased public
involvement in proposed
grazing management
decisions.
"Were not trying to shut
down grazing, but we would
like to see grazing improved
and the process for public
involvement in grazing man-
agement positions
improved," McCarthy said.
McCarthy said that the
goals of the environmental-
ists have evolved over time
to include an interest in pro-
moting a long-term steward-
ship group after legislation is
passed.
"For both conservation
and community interests, we
need to look at some kind of
long-term cooperative stew-
ardship councilor steward-
ship group," McCarthy said.
But the Owyhee Initiative
has not been without its
share of controversy.
According to Katie Fite of
the Committee for Idaho's
High Desert, her group has
been specifically excluded
because many consider their
views too extreme.
"It has not been an open
collaborative process as it has
been billed from the
beginning," Fite said.
Fite said that areas of spe-
cific contention include what
the CIHD considers to be
proposals that would harm
public lands valu~s. . . .
"In some ways; the kind of
wilderness that the Owyhee
cattlemen would agree to
would be demeaning, they
would undercut the very
word 'wilderness'," Fite said.
According to Brett Nelson,
a liaison to Boise State's
Campus Greens, the Idaho
Green Party's main objec-
tions with the initiative have
to do with legislation that
gives away too many
environmental protections to
achieve consensus.
"The main objections are
allowing grazing and giving
away too many things to
release language," Nelson
said.
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Crime
Jan. 26/ 2 p.m.
A theft was reported at
the Towers. Hubcaps were
stolen by:unknown suspect
from the victim's car. This
occurred sometime after 11
p.m. on Jan. 25.
Jan. 28/9 a.m.
Another graffiti incident
was reported at the Tennis
Bubbles. It occurred over
the weekend: Words and
symbols painted on the
storage shed. .
Jan. 29/9 a.m,
A harassment incident
was reported by members
of the Education
Department. There is an
ongoing investigation into a
violation of court order as a
result of this.
Jan. 23/ 9 p.m.
A male was arrested
after burglarizing a vehicle
in the parking lot of Towers
Dorm.
jan. 24, 3:30 p.m.
A theft of a backpack
occurred in the library. The
suspects were caught trying
to sell the stolen textbooks
back to the Bookstore.
Jan. 25/ 11:30 p.m.
Two people were arrest-
ed on outstanding warrants
when their cat was stopped
by the Kinesiology
Building. The third occu-
pant of the vehicle was
arrested for her involve-
ment in a stabbing that
occurred in the county.
Jan. 29/ 7:30 p.m.
A bicycle rider and a
vehicle collided on Theater
Lane. The bicyclist suffered
minor injuries.
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Taxes,morning radio and rebel alliance
was very upset about not
being able· to find a rock
radio station that played rock
music in the mornings.
For the last 22 years of my
life, I have gotten up in the
morning to the sound of clas-
sic rock. However, upon
arriving in Boise, all I could
find were stations that whit-
tled away the a.m. hours
with penis jokes that would
only be funny if I were still in
junior high.
I was at my wit's end and
had almost resorted to listen-
ing to country music, when I
stumbled upon a station
called The Point.
This station (99.1 FM) has
all the makings of a great
rock station, They play
"rock's greatest hits" and
specialize in the hard rock of
the '80s.
For you younger readers,
the '80s was a time when
bands could sing - and play
their instruments.
Unfortunately, '80s music
became obsolete when· a
garage band named NinJalla
made it seem coolto not take
showers, scream instead of
sing and play their instru-
ments about as well as any
fifth-grade band student. To
date, I have not heard any
Nirvana on The Point. Some
things are still sacred.
The Point also has a OJ that
is mentally unstable (another
mandatory element for a
good rock station).
His radio name is j.R, He
refers to his listeners as "the
rebel alliance" (j.R. is also a
Star Wars fan). When he isn't
playing rock music on his
morning show, J.R. passes
the time by making fun of
everything, including but not
ljmited to, other DJs in town
and Britney Spears. ,
Sometimes you can't tell
which he is making fun of,
but since the other Drs in
town and Britney Spears
have about the same amount
of talent, I guess it doesn't
matter.
I enjoyed listening to The
Point so much, that I called
J.R. and asked if I could come
do a morning show with him
for an hour. He agreed once I
promised to bring him a
large platter of biscuits and
gravy.
We spent our time on the
air talking about old heavy
metal singers like Ronnie
James Dio, who J.R. affec-
tionately calls "the evil hob-
bit," and making fun of peo-
ple who write mean letters to
The Arbiter about me because
they don't like my articles.
Nevertheless, in spite of
how successful J.R.'s show is
(it airs from 6 to 10 a.m.)
other so called "rock sta-
tions" continue to get high
ratings despite the fact that
they DON'T EVEN PLAY
MUSIC IN THE MORN-
INGS!! Call me crazy, but if a
station is going to call itself
"Idaho's best rock," I expect
to hear some hard pumping
rock 'n' roll in the morning
when I turn it on!
Oh well. It may never
make sense to me, but if a
rock station can get top rat-
ings without playing rock
By Pete Espil
Humorist
The Arbiter------_
Governor Dirk is raising
taxes in Idaho. I know this is
disturbing to some of you
but personally I don't have
anything to say about it. I'm
much more concerned about
other, more important issues
facing Idaho and, more
specifically, Boise.
For . instance, when I
moved here this past fall, I
Porn damages humanity, cheapens women
Guest---
Opinion
individual's. right and as relationships, sexual and oth- ships. People are not "play-
.Iong as it doesn't become erwise, to be satisfied with mates" or "pets," and when
violent, or life? I know we begin to value humanity
affect the from my only from the neck-down, we
non-consent- ex pe rie n ce find that our view of individ-
ing, it's OK. We all smirk When we that this was uals becomes distorted and
Hum a n s the case. dysfunctional.
have always hear the rhetoric d. Instead of Our society cannot fill its
de man d e d th All A I working to mind with unrealistic and
prostitution e - mer can create new fictitious pictures of sex,
and peep politician who Is relationships, without those pictures begin-
shows. Porn I lived vicari- ning to affect all of its rela-
is nothing Introducing leglslaUon ously through tionships. ..
new. Titian, to censor tho Internet, the pictures We all smirk when we
the famous of beautiful hear the rhetoric of the All-
neo-classical thinking that he women on American politician who is
painter was the Internet introducing legislation to
com m i s - probably has his Dwn and felt censor the Internet, thinking
sioned many trapped in an that he probably has his own
times to paint dirty IltUe_secret. imag ina r y dirty little secret.
erotic bed- world. However, let's step.back
room pieces. After six from our apathy and recon-
Guidobaldo, months, I was sider why we have accepted
Duke of Urbino, when nego- fed up with that lifestyle porn: What has been porn's
tiating with Titian to pur- (and honestly, became fright- affect on our lives?
chase'his The Venus of Llrbino, ened by the perversion Censorship is not the answer,
referred to the painting sim- creeping into my mind) and but could it be that we are
ply as the "naked women." through the help of friends, using pornography to escape
Why do reople turn to was able to separate myself real relationships?
porn? Let's Ignore the fact from my porn addiction. Could it be that we have
that porn does affect the non- Does pornography affect . been affected more deeply by'
consenting, and look at the our culture? Whatever we pornography than we real-
issue assuming that only may think, porn is highly ize? Could It be that we are
consenting adults are affect- addictive, especially coupled being used by an industry
ed. with masturbation, We are a not interested in personal
Could it be, that people culture hooked on the dis- freedom, but in their bottom-
tum to pornography because play of unrealistic images of line?
they are lonely and lack the women, men and relation-
By John C. Thompson
Student
Por·llog·raphy (p6r-llog-ra-fee)
II. 1. Sexually explicit pictures,
writing, or other material whose
primary purpose is to cause sex-
ual arousal. 2. The presentation
or production of this material-
Dictionarf.com
No matter what the exrla-
nation for porn, whether It is
a justifiable entertainment
for consenting adults, a lone-
ly excuse for testosterone-
driven teenagers, a viable
form of sex education or a
twisted form of the joy of sex,
porn is part of the American
culture.
According to an article
run in the New York Times,
titled the "Naked Capitalist,"
the porn industry is worth
between $10-$14 billion dol-
lars. That's more than the
annual revenue of the NFL,
NBA and MLB combined. But
because it is part of our cul-
ture, we've accepted it as an
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, guest opinions from
Boise State'sl1ldents, fac-
ulty and staff. Give us .
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words or fewer.
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ject toediting.Th.e ArbIter cannot vetifythe accuracy
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Columnists' Niewsdo not necessaruy represeritthose
of the Arbiter edi~orial board'and staff. .. '. .
music, maybe other business-
es could use the same kind of
formula to make money and
boost the economy in Idaho
so that Dirk doesn't have to
raise taxes. I even have an
idea to help "Dirk Vader" get
started on this new financial
plan of mine.
How about if Idaho
(specifically Boise) were the
first state to have gas stations
that don't sell gas! Gas is so
expensive anyway that
everyone would save money
in the long run.
We could put one of these
"gas free" gas stations on
every single corner of Boise.
One would always be only a
block away.
Instead of buying gas
there, you could just go in
and buy a variety of prod-
ucts, all of which are priced
at five times the amount you
would normally pay if you
bought them anywhere else.
Oh wait, this won't work, I
forgot that we already have
Albertsons.
Unfortunately,
'80s 'music
became obsolete
when a garage
band named
Nirvana made
it seem cool to
not take show-
ers, scream
instead of sing
and play their
instruments
about as well as
any fifth-grade
band student.
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U.S. shouldn't head into war with empty boat
By Edvin Subasic
The Arbiter ------
The United States' lack of
support from its European
allies for the war against Iraq
should worry American
politicians and the American
public, but President Bush
doesn't seem to be bothered
by this lack of support.
Relationships between the
U.S. and its allies in Europe
are worsening, but Bush is
making it clear that he does-
n't respect their opinions on
a potential war with Iraq,
mostly because of his belief
that America is the preemi-
nent superpower in the
world.
German Chancellor
Gerhard Schroeder of the
Social Democratic Party ran
an anti-war campaign
against the conservatives in a
tight election last year.
He promised German citi-
zens that Germany would
not be involved in a war
against Iraq. This promise
won him the election in a
country where President
Bush is often perceived as an
arrogant Texas cowboy. The,
German public is clearly
against war with Iraq.
Politicians USB war
SO that we lorget
our own problems
and spend money to
serve the Interests
01mulUnaUonal
corporaUons.
These corporations
hide behind politics
while pursuing their
amblUon - 0IL1
The French' have similar
opinions. They don't believe
the Iraq issue to be the black-
and-white truth that U.S.
politicians say it is, with
good and evil clearly distin-
guishable.
, The French government is
against a military action in
Iraq, ,but who knows why
they are doing it? Is It
because of French public
opinion, or because the U.S.
won't let them participate in
the exploitation of the oil in
the Persian Gulf?
, Bush's only strong ally is
British Prime Minister Tony
Blair. But, Blair is sinking in
British public opinion polls
and losing his constituency.
Politicians would rather
not discuss public opinion.
Everybody knows the opin-
ions of regular citizens don't
count for squat. The amount
of support for Bush's politics
and the war with Iraq is
falling. And it's obvious to
everyone the real reasons for
a war against Iraq.
Public opinion in the u.s.
is changing, yet that doesn't
concern Bush and his
Cabinet. They know once a
war against Iraq starts, most
of the U.S. pub1ic will sup-
port Bush for patriotic rea-
sons.
The importance of public
opinion will decline even
more once the war captures
the attention of Ll.S, citizens.
Serious domestic economic
problems will be ignored
then lost in the shadow of
war.
Politicians use war so that
we forget our own problems
and spend money to serve
the interests of multinational
corporations. These corpora-
tions hide behind politics
while pursuing their ambi-
tion - OIL!
The problems of ordinary
people in the U.S. are
Ignored. Their protests
against this inevitable war
are not heard. The collective
opinion of people in other
countries is not effective
either, because who are they
anyway?
Let's not forget, the people
of the u.s. represent every
country in the world.
Letters
~Edit8r
intention. "Anyone who has
applied for financial aid
knows the process is as much
about dealing with bureau-
cracy as it is about demon-
strating need." So much for a
balanced news story.
An objective article might
have noted the complaints of
the two students, but also
mentioned that complaints
about financial aid are far
fewer than in years past.
An objective article may
the appropriate verification have pointed out that while
paperwork until the begin- some customers are unhap-
ning of the semester, Which py, the office processes thou-
resulted in yom aid not sands more applications,
being ready to pay fees by responds much quicker, and
the deadline. Due to not hav- awards many millions more
ing financial aid ready to dis- dollars in aid than it did just
burse and you not making a few years ago. What economic and social
h t f But my point does notot er arrangemen s or pay- concern the financial aid role does parking tickets
ment you were assi~ned a office _ I know the staff there play at BSU? ,
late fee. This late fee in turn 1. How many cars have
created a service indicator are working hard, are dedi- been towed from BSU each
th d f cated, and are committed toat prevente you rom reg- 11" M year?
istermg for the present continua y Im:J:rovmg. y 2. How much money has
semester. point is about e Arbiter. , been given back to BSUpark-
You are a senior Ms. ' Is it equally dedicated to ing from the towing compa-
Morse ... which of the above fulfilling Its role? Is it taking nies each year.
came as a surprise to you? seriously its resf,0nsibility to 3. How many tickets have
I don't see how any of report news fair y, accurately been written each year?
your concerns lay fault on and ob~ectively? Or is it look- 4. What percentage of BSU
the Financial Aid Office. ing to astily throw together parking income comes from
Numerous students are articles deliberately-aimed at parking tickets?
selected for verification each yielding grabby headlines? 6. How many jobs does
d As a former news editor, Isemester an as long as you want to be an advocate for BSU parking ,prOVide?How
apply early and su mit the The Arbiter and the important many student Jobs?
appropriate verification doc- h 7. How many general
uments ASAP you should role it plays as bot a learn- parking places are available
expect your financial aid to ing laboratory for students as on campus? How many per-
disburse on time and could well as a responsible watch- mits are sold to full-time stu-
have avoided this mess all dog for campus affairs. The dents? How many permitsh paper can win me over by
toget er. committing itself to high are sold to part-time stu-
I feel the customer service dents? How many com-. . h journalistic standards, start-representatives 111 t e th plaints are received?
Financial Aid Office, as well ing wi its next edition. 8. How many private
as in other offices at this uni- parking places are availableMark Wheelerversity do a wonderful job if II S' on campus? How many per-
providing excellent customer Dean 0 Enro ment ennces mits are sold to full-time stu-
service. David Tolman is one dents? How many permits
of the best directors of are sold to part-time stu-
Financial Aid has seen' in a Thanks for printing dents? How many com-
long time and he, as well as J I Th plaints are received?
his staff, are equipped with ere omas... 9. How many free parking
}fears of knowled~e that help , 'Thank you very much for places are available on cam-
that office run as It does. 'liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil
Next time ... LperhaPhs II,
you'll remember that eac
person in that office is a per-
son (much like yourself) and
maybe you can try being a
little nicer. '
Chocolate vaginas are
in poor taste ...
I am disgusted at the lack
of compassion in reporting
that we see in The Arbiter. As
the nation is cominl? to gri,ps
with the greatest disaster m
the space program since the
Chalren~er disaster in 1986,
The Arbiter chooses to place
this half-page story on the
second page of their paper.
In comparison, tlie Idaho
Statesman not only dedicated
the front page of their paper, ,
but also two full pages with-
in to this world tragedy.
Instead of focusing on this
terrible disaster, readers of
The Arbiter were greeted on
their front page with pictures
of chocolate vaginas.
I cannot believe the deci-
sion was made that a photo
of chocolate vaginas was
more newsworthy than the
death of seven astronauts,
including the first Israeli
astronaut.
When I turned on my tele-
vision Saturday morning, I
did not see Tom Brokaw
mention chocolate vaginas
being sold by the BSU
Women's Center. Instead, I
witnessed a tragedy.
This issue of The Arbiter is
now part of Boise State
University history. For gen-
erations to come, let it be
known that according to The
Arbiter, BSV' students felt
that a chocolate, vagina was
more important than the
lives of seven
astronauts. Although I agree
that women should be proud
of their bodies, what about
the bodies of seven dead
astronauts?
If this is the kind of jour-
nalistic refuse that my fees
pay for, I want a refund! I
hope that Boise State .was not
planning on reaching into
my pocketbook as an alum-
nus to support this effort. I
urge everyone who feels as
offended as I to close those
,checkbooks and not sUf,port
this kind of "education. '
Carson Howell
Student, biology
No sympathy for
'Morse ...
.' I would like'to make some
~cornments in regard to the
:article about Kelly Mo~e's
frustrations With the
:Financial Aid Office. '
, First off, Ms. Morse ... I
'would like to,take a moment
:to see if I understand your
:problem correctly. You, (and
:only you) waited to turn in, ..- "',t::::o'.
having the wisdom to bring
Jerel Thomas' commentary
back to the pages of The
Arbiter. For readers such as
myself, who make it a point
to visit establishments like
Papa Ices's where The Arbiter
is distributed, this is cause to
celebrate and fatten up on
pasta and conservative
thought.
Kevin Warnock
University of Idaho all/Ill '83
A plethora of
unanswered parking
questions ...
Intramural Sports,
Badminton~oubles
Tournament
Lindsay Ihli
Student
The Arbiter is wrought
with inaccuracy ...
I have great respect for
college newspapers and the
powerful role they serve as
watchdogs. But with that
power comes responsibility.
Is the staff of TIle Arbiter'
cognizant of this awesome
responsibility? There are sev-
eral articles in this year's
paper that make me ask this
question, the most recent
Dein~ the Feb. 3 article con-
cernmg the Financial Ai~
Office.
A disregard for accuracy
is demonstrated by the fact
the director's name is mis-
spelled 5 times. That would
be excusable if the, reporter
attempted to write a, fair,
objective article. But the lead
p'ara~aph tips readers off
that this is not the writer's
0'
':T';
CO~REC,MEN, WOMEN',
Entry Periot!.Feb. ,1Q-Feb.19
Game Day . ..... R-&
Play Begins " ,', .,J;~eb.\71
Entry Fee ,~,~.~.~$10
All registrations and entry fees are due'rnThe"
Student Recreation Center during the specified
dates. For more information call 42&-1131.
pus? Who may use them?
10. How many handi-
capped places are available
on campus? Are they free?
11. Has there ever been
any merit to students' com-
plaints that certain meters
were not accurate? How
much was collected from
those meters? How much
was collected on an average
from other meters?
12. How many off-campus
students ride to school on
bicycles?
13. If bicycles could be
parked in safe and secure
cubicles how many students
would ride them to school?
What might the cost be per
bike?
14. How many students
ride each day on the shuttle?
15. How much does the
shuttle program cost per
rider?
16. How many students
ride the BUS?
17. How much does the
BUS program cost per rider?
18. Which famous BSU
parking person said, "They
'are the criminals, not us"
about students claiming the
meter or reader was wrong?
Sonia Martin
Student, social science/public
affairs
Clarification
-In regards to the Feb. 6
"article, "Panelists discuss
·U.S.foreign poUcy,'~Ali
Ishaqowaaparticipating of
his own volitiQnand not
;actingaa. an.ASBSWrepre-
·sentative:1'I11eAtblter .'~gte~any ~nfUsl~n j~
IPa,y~~V'eqea~ed;:/', ",,';. ' .. " , .. - ~.: '- .
Editori~l
board notes
The Arbiter serves as a
media outlet for print
journalism at Boise State.
\Ve arc the university's
official, twice-weekly
newspaper. Since We are
not a daily paper, like the
Idaho Statesman, we can-
not, and do not, cover
breaking national and
world news.
This does not mean we
do not care about issues
that affect us all, but we
leave such coverage to
mainstream media
outlets.
Since The Arbiter is a
college newspaper, and
we .are not professional
journalists, making mis-
takes is r: of the
educationa, process.
Essentially, this .Is a
journalism laboratory.
Producing a twice-
weekly newspaper with a
skeleton crew is a daunt-
ing . task, considering
Boise State does not have
a school of journalism. So
we appreciate your
patience and understand-
ing, because our .learning
process as . student
journalists hangs on the
laundry line for all to see.
Also, we want to clari-
fy that Viewpoints is an
opinion page and not
hard news, and the
editorial columns,' unless
otherwise stated in Our
Take, do not reflect the
opinion of the editorial
board.
\ Pa e 6 _.The Arbiter s orts
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Sports Editor ':
Phil Dailey :::
, ' ....Phone: ....
, ' 34a·8204 d03 =
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i .Broncos unable to ,_._~abors _~~()rt!~lJ~!nt~._ ~ang~~ __'!l:I~I,fi,.,e,t.i~~~~~ __-r~---ca-pltafjie'at hOrlle=- - In 25 mInutes for tfie liKe past games this season,
i Broncos., the Broncos were unable to
, against the WAC's "They played good knock down key free throws.
top team defense, but1think we had BoiseState shot 67percent
an off-night," Jason Ellis from the free-throw -Iine,
said. missing eight, including
With 1:05left in the game, three that were on the front
the Broncos closed the gap end of a bonus shot
trailing 48-51,but the combi- situation,
On Saturday night in nation of missed Bronco Ellis, who made all eight
front of the largest Pavilion shots and Fresno State mak- of his free throws, is uncer-
crowd of the season, the, in~ crucial free throws, tain why the Broncos have
Boise State men's basketball rumed any chance of a win. struggled from the foul line
team had the opportunity to Fresno State defeated Boise this season.
shut down the top team in State 59-52. "We work 011 them a lot,"
the Western Athletic The Broncos played solid Ellis said. "We need to relax
Conference. defense all night, which was a little more."
The Broncos (10-11, 4-7 reflected in Fresno State's 6-foot-9 Hiram Fuller,
WAC), went into halftime Roor shooting as well, but who scored12 points and
down by one point against the Bulldogs gained a added game high 13
Fresno State (17-4, 10-2)and distinct advantage out- rebounds, led the Bulldogs.
looked as thought they had a rebounding the Broncos by Renaldo Major led all scores
real shot at beating the' 19. with 18points on the night
upstart Bulldogs. "We just weren't moving The Broncos are now in
That thought came crash- them out of their spots," Ellis seventh place in the WAC
ing down as the Boise State said. "They're so big, it was and will once again be on the
shot a miserable 23 percent hard moving them out" road this week as they take
from the field in the second Ellis ended the game with on Tulsa on Thursday and
half, which included a dis- six rebounds and team high Rice on Saturday.
mal nine percent from 3- 14 points. "We still have seven
point range. Despite poor shooting the games to, it's not over," Ellis
"It was one of those nights Broncos played strong stay- said.
from a shootin~ aspect," ing with the Bulldogs in a
Booker Nabors said. game that saw 12 lead
,
I
I
I
[.
,yl10,200.,,,:Monda
Poor shooting leads to .loss lor Broncos
By Phil Dailey
The Arbiter
Photo by Ted Harmon, TI,e Arbiter
Jason Ellis goes for two points against Fresno State's
Hiram Fuller and Noel Felix on Saturday night.
Top world marks highlights United Heritage Invite
The top 35-pound weight
throw in the World, the tOf
collegiate mark in the men s
400-meter dash, the World's
second best marks in the
men's 200-meter dash and
the men's shot put, the sec-
ond best USA mark it the
women's shot put, two indi-
vidual Boise State University
wins and one Bronco record
highlighted the day at the
united Heritage Indoor
Track and Field Invite.
Libor Charfreitag posted
best mark in the World this
season in the men's 35-
weight throw with a mark of
82-1.50 (25.03 meters).
Charfreitag, a volunteer
assistant coach at Southern
Methodist and a five-time
NCAA Champion in the
hammer and weight throw,
entered the event at the
Idaho Sports Center on
Saturday already holding the
best mark in the World this
season at 81-6.75(24.86m).
Ashton Collins of Texas
posted the top collegiate time
of the 2003 season in the
men's 400-meter dash at
46.24.
Corey Nelson, a volunteer
coach for the Broncos and a
two-time NCAA All-
America at Boise State, post-
ed the second fastest time in
the World this season in the
200-meter dash at 20.82.
Darvis Patton of the United
States currently has the top
World mark at 20.73.
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John Godina posted the
second best mark in the shot
put for the 2003 indoor sea-
son on Saturday at 67-2.25
(20.45m). A three-time
World Champion in the shot
!;Jut and a two-time medal
(silver in 1996 and bronze in
2000) at the Olympics,
Godina's throw on Saturday
is just four feet short of cur-
rent World leader Kevin
Toth who has a mark of 71-
2.50 (21.70m).
Seilala Sua won the
women's shot put with a
mark of 57-8.25 (17.58m).
Her throw is the second best
mark in the USA this season
to Andrea Blewitt who has a
season best of 57-8.50
(17.59m).
The two Bronco winners
on Saturday were Kenny
Johnson and Abbey Elsberry.
Johnson won the men's triple
jump with a leap of 50-2.50
(15.30m);while Elsberry won
the women's 20-pound
weight throw with a toss of
63-1.50(19.24m).
Sadie Sweet broke her
own indoor record in the
women's pole vault with a
vault of 12-2 (3.71m) to place
. ninth. Sweet held the indoor
record at 12-1.50 set during
the 2002 season. She also
holds the outdoor record at
the same height of 12-2.
Saturday's meet was the
final competition for the
Bronco men and women's
team before the WAC Indoor
Championships which start
on Feh, 27, Boise State will
host this year's conference
meet on the Jacksons Indoor
Track at the Idaho Sports
Center.
-BroI1CO Sports Information
SHOWING ONCE FORA SPECIAL ENGAGMENT
Tuesday February II, 2003
8:00pm
Special Events Center
GeneralAdinission: $2.00
Sn.dent:/Faculry: $1.00
Includes a Greek
Gyro and a Soda
~0~ BOI(E~il~(TATE
STUOF:fiT U N ,) V I R)\ ITT""0"''''_'''''''''";'1
; Info: 426-1223
Hotline: 426-2162
tertainment.boisestate.edu
Boise State Students you think you've seen
everything in the Pavilion.... .
T",r: i r. fl,!~'It-r7 ~ ~ !1~~1
IJ1 fil l~ tJ b~1.. Gki> ~jI;] l].
This Friday night, Boise State will be hosting.the first
combined Wrestling-Gymnastics meet in school history
'Both events will run at the same time.
:\
The gymnasts will
host BYU,and the
wrestlers will tangle
With'Portland State.
, l
Fresno State Defeats
, Boise State In
Women's Basketball
, ., ,
Student tickets are
E.
.1-,
1
. r
, .
The Fresno State ~
Bulldogs defeated the
Boise State Broncos in 'J
women's basketball, .
Saturday afternoon by a r ~
score of 67-51. The
Broncos return home to
host Tulsa and Ricenext
weekend.
Fresno State led Boise \ i
State by five at halftime,
33-28, and then pulled
away in the second peri-
od. Boise State had two "
players in double figures
m scoring - Camille ,:
Woodfield had 13 and
Cariann Ramirez added
10. Jamie Hawkins led
the 'Broncos with 12 .~
rebounds and added
nine points. Woodfield
and Hawkins each, J
dished out three assists. 1)
Two Broncos fouled out I,
in the game - Simone . I
Grant and Cariann j
Ramirez. I . J
Fresno State was led
by Omelogo Udeze who
had 16 points and 12
rebounds. Java Johnson \ I
added 14 points and 10'
rebounds. Lindsay
Logan had 13 points and
four assists. ' I
Fresno State improves "
to 12-9overall and 6-5 in
the WAC. Boise State is
to 6-15 overall, 2-8 in ,r
WAC play. r
Bronco Men's Tennis
Loses to Harvard
"
Be one of the first 700 students and receive
FREE GI~fT,S
at the door. Wewin see youonvalentine~ Night, 1
.::.
,'I
The Harvard men's
tennis team defeated
Boise State in singles II
Saturday afternoon, at
the Murr Center Tennis
Courts in Cambridge,
Mass.
At No. 6 singles,
Chris Chiou was leading
5-3, IS-love before his
opponent was forced to
retire with a knee injury.
Boise then went up 2-1 ,
after Marcus Bernson
beat Jonathan Chu ar-:
No. 1 singles, and
Thomas Schoeck edged
George Turner 6-3, 6-4 at
No 3. The Crimson wres-
tled the lead back as
Cliff Nguyen captured a .-
7-6(3),6-4 victory at No. "
5 singles over Matias I
Silva, and Mark Riddell
beat Mahmund Rezk at
#4 singles 6-4, 6-3.
David Lingman lost
his first set 7-5 to
Guillaime Bouvier at',
No. 2 singles and then
traded service games
until5-all when he broke
serve to win the second .
set 7-5. He then won the "
third set 6-2.
Bronco Women's Tennis
Team Defeats Idaho
State and Gonzaga
The Boise State
women's tennis team
swept Idaho State and "
Gonzaga Saturday at the '
Boise State Boas Indoor ,
Tennis Center. The'
Broncos won both ';
matches by a score of 7-0 ,;
without losing a set all "
day. The other match '
Saturday was a 6-1 win
for Gonzaga over tJ
Montana State. The?
Bronco now gear up to "
battle Hawai'i tomorrow';
at noon at the Boas .
Indoor J:ennis Center.
"
-Broncos Sports ,;
Information
" f
•Diversions Editor
Lauren Consuelo Tussing
Phone: -
345·8204 x104 .
.. E-mail:
•. oll~","""bi~nmI;,"oom
Monday,·February 10,2003
Mend opts to brings dark electronica back home
'Shanghai Knights' delivers fun
By Philip Wuntch that the patriarch was the too obvious.
The Dallas Morning News. - guardian of the Imperi!1lSeal, As Jackie's. sisterl Fann
I which has now fallen mto the Wong has the lithe skills ~me
: Shanghai Knights is more of evil hands of Lord Rathbone, a would expect of such a sibling,
the same. In this case, that's name that old movie buffs will plus the romantic allure that
good enough. appreciate. . would attract Ow~n:
· The movie reteams those The dastardly Rathbone is As the. nefa~lOus ~ord
bouncing boy-a's of Shanghai last in line for Queen Victoria's Rathbone.Aidan Gillen delivers
Noon, Jackie Chan and Owen throne and plans to use the appropriate sneers and looks
Wilson, and transplants them to seal's mythic powers to wipe like a younger, meaner Alec
foggy London. out the entire royal family, leav- Baldwin.
~ They cross paths with. an ing him as the only possible Aaron Johnson plays the
assemblage of famous Brits, heir, young Chaplin with both digni-
ranging from Queen Victoria Director David Dobkin ty and energy.: .
and Arthur Conan Doyle to Jack keeps things moving at a brisk Shanghai. Knigl!rf delivers
the Ripper and a youthful pace, although some of the gags wha.tis expected. Future collab-
Charlie Chaplin. fall flat. The musical sound- orations may not be so lucky,
, Even in such historical com- track, which includes but for now, familiarity breeds
pany, Jackie and Owen hold "Winchester Cathedral" and affection.
court with the audience, making "England Swings," is just a tad
viewers so comfortable that last
names seem a needless formali-
ty.
• The two playoff each other
much more naturally than Owen
aid with Eddie Murphy in I Spy,
or Jackie with Jennifer Love
Hewitt in The Tuxedo.
: Jackie's fight scenes are
among the best in his American
film inventory. They also allow
him to salute his old movie
idols.
· A revolving door routine
rekindles the Keystone Kops,
and Jackie gets to hang from
Big Ben in the manner of
Harold Lloyd.
, He even performs a .Gene
Kelly homage, using various
'umbrellas as weapons to the
'tuneof "Singin' in the Rain.':
I Owen's gift for looking
appealingly flummoxed tri-
umphs over some dubious dia-
logue. As soon as v'automo-
tives" and "moving pictures"
are mentioned, you know he
'will dismiss them as mere fads.
Even worse, his arbitrary
treatment of little Charlie
'Chaplin seems harsh and bully-
'ing. In the inevitable ~losl~g
.outtakes, Owen reads hiS dla-
:Ioguewith the young sprout and
'shouts "This is so mean'"
: He,'s right, but his in~oeent
;racial expressions help lIghten
;themood.
: The movie begins in decep-
:tively dignified fashion. In
'China Jackie's estranged father
-isslai~, and Jackie's athletic sis-
:rer .seeks vengeance. It seems
.....
ay Lauren Consuela
Tussing
The Arbiter ------
: In a town whose local
music talents ranges from
peppy jam bands to pissed
qff pro~ressive metal, the
electronic music scene has
had little chance to surface
from the underground. But,
local electronic trio, Mend,
just may be the band to break
through.
, More unusual than their
unique style of dark, atrnos-
pheric electronic music is the
fact that, for a local band,
Mend is virtually unknown
in their own hometown.
, But their gothic, rhythmi-
cally driven music (think
Depeche Mode or KMFDM
minus heavy guitar riffs) has
given them a loyal following
In the electronic-friendly city
of Salt Lake.
: This band is just about the
least ordinary band you will
find (or, more accurately,
won't find) in Boise.
, The trio, who began in
1998 as a four-piece band
called Fade, met through
mutual friends in Boise, and
started playin~ music togeth-
er. When the sInger split after
about a year of singing with
Fade, the band decided to
take on a different musical
forte.
"We discussed going into
<1 darker direction, and low
and behold we became
Mend," band member Todd
Mahoney said.
. Instead of trying their luck
on the not-so-electronically-
friendly music scene of
Boise, the band decided to
head to Salt Lake:
"We shied away from it
[playing in Boise] originally
just because of the lack of
appreciation for that style,
and it was just overwhelm-
ing in Salt Lake. It just made
more sense to invest a little
more to travel a few extra
miles to get a better response.
But we re gain!? to start
branchin~ into doing Boise a
lot more, r Mahoney said.
. Mend hasn't performed in
Boise yet, but they played
_'i);
Thursday Night Student
$1 Off any drink
wi Student ID
~
D.J.Just'n Case
located in downtown Boise - 8th Street between
.Main and Idaho
twice in downtown Nampa
at [ubal's Palace on 4th St.
'Instead' of, playing at a
smoke-filled oar where the
audlenceIsmore concerned
with sodillizing than the
music, this venue was more
conducive. to audience
resf,0nse.
', We had a good reception
bP#t, ~e.s,''', band member
Corey Hennis said.
Although the band listens
to all ~enres of music, they
collectively agree on elec-
tronic music as a favorite.
"I've been a big fan of
electronic music just from as
farbackas Ican remember," .
Hennis said.
Mend's '.influences ran~e
from the biggest names in
the underground electronic
scene to Black Sabbath.
'That's a funny influence
to have. People don't expect
an electronic band to lie a
metal fan. But, for me per-
sonally, I've always been' a
big heavy metal fan from'
wax, back," Hennis said.
'I draw a lot of influence
off of heavier music and Itry
to put that in when I'm writ-
ing songs. Itkind of gives it a
darker edge, but I love 'elec-
tronic bands too. I'm a split
personality when it comes to
that."
Mend strongly adheres to
a self-sufficient methodolo-
gy. Not only do they pro-
mote themselves and take
their own promo photos, but
they also record their own
music.
After spending money for
time in local studios, the
band decided to invest in
recording equipment,
Hennis describes tlie process
of learning how to use all the
gear as an "educational expe-
rience."
"A lot of the songs that are
on the CD [In Spite of it All]
are the 5th generation
because the recording of the
first songs, we recorded,
were a little rough,"
Mahoney said.
Aside from the crucial
aspect of the club scene in
Sah Lake City, Mend also
attributes the Internet to a
Diversions The Arbiter· Page 7
Mend is fixing to develop a bigger local following. Photo by Jeremy Bransted, The Arbiter
part of their success.
"The Internet, the way it is
now, plays a big part in
music and availability. of
music. They've had the
Internet radio stations ... as a
way to get your music out
there in other cities. People
that host these radio stations
will be able to play your
music so you're genre of'
music is getting to those pea-
ple who like that kind of
thing." Hennis said.
"That's the amazing thing
about the Internet ... you can
have. several thousand fans,
but they're spread out all
over the world. You can have
a huge following, but it's so
vast that the support isn't
centrally located," band
member Chet Slater said.
.Another thing about the
band that isn't "centrally
located" is their collective
singing effort. They have no
lead singer / front man. On
their album, In Spite of it All
released last June, whoever
you hear singing j.s the man
who wrote the song.
Despite a loyal followinRin Salt Lake, the band doesn t
expect super-stardom in
their immediate future, and
they don't plan to quit their
day jobs.
"We play dark electronic
music. We have no aspira-
April 24 at the club
Entombed.
The band is also planning
to include a track on the
soundtrack for the indepen-
dent film Graphic Fantasy
[Starllam3pariahs]. The
soundtrack, on Double Zero
Records, is scheduled for
release later this year.
tions ,of becoming rock
stars," Mahoney said.
"You're pretty much not
destined for radio stardom
when you're in this genre,"
Slater said.
"For right now, I kind of
view the music as more of a
hobby, or something to keep
me sane after having to work
a day job. I'm content. I'm at
a point in mv life where I'm
content no matter what hap-
pens," Hennis said.
Despite Mend's humble
demeanor, the band has big
plans for the near future.
Mend is kicking off the
Convergence 9 dark arts fes-
tival in Las Vegas, Nev., on
... "'_16__ a ;a •••
III ~plla UI Il ".. •••
Mend's full-length album is
available at most major
music stores in Boise. The
CD is also available for
purchase at
adifferentdrum.com
2Bd 12Ba'Mobile Hm, 93 Toyota PU, Blue
Close-to BSU. Great for w! chrome, 17's front
student.,w).Ioommalel. .•...end. .&:Fender, trim. ,.
Call Lee@658-116O Bedbox, SoftTop bed
cvt, Camshaft &
Clutch Swap & more!
$4300 424-8420
To place your free classified ad, call 345-8204 ext. 119 or drop bylhe office located at 1605 University Drive (corner of University &Michigan)
~T .~~_ ••,. __ ~,.,.,,,~, __ _ !', " •..."..., ,•••••.•. -.. .', -. ~'. ::
79 Chevy P/U 2 WD
Long Bed, Runs Great!
$2000 lobo 866-5915
2 JL Audio 12W3 Subs
w IBox, 2600 Watt
Amps, & Capacitor.
$600 Call 424-8420
Mobile home for sale
$3995 1968 Ftwd,
Meridian Park 2bd,
Iba micro, WID, 938-
79OO(d)939~0963(e),
1995 Honda Civic 92K,
With Snow Tires! Has
a CD Player too.
Please Call 433-0738.
2 easy chairs, 2 hide-a-
beds $35 each 26in TV
$45 Heavy punching
bag $30 869-4909 '
84 Camaro $950 OBO
Desks, fileacrib.itires
Call 424-0277..
Kayak $325 wi float
bags, paddles, other
gear, Gas grill $45 4
dining rrn. chairs $40
869-4909
Mobile home for sale
2bd Iba, on the Bench,
in family park $6,500
or reasonable offer
713-4206
it
Female Roommate
$300 incl. all util. but
phone. $150 dep. 2 mi
from BSU Tom or
Kelly 429-1046
3bd 2ba 1484 sq ft, dbl
garage
Springmeadows house .
near Parkcenter.
$925+$600dep 344-6852
F. Rmmt needed
ASAP, 2 Bd. 1 ? ba.
$372/mo. Incld Util. &
Free Cable! Move in
Special 964-3207
Roommate wanted M
or F No smoke 1cat
$3501moutil incl
Richard 890-1222
E
MY MEDICATION 8
MAKES ME. HAPPY ~
DESPITE MY EXOSKEL- 1
ETON, BAD JOB,AND. j
SOCIAL LIFE. §
I'HEARD
YOu HAD
A COLD.
M/F Responsible
Roommate Wanted,
WID, Parking,
Modem, $310/m .
Inclds. Utilities! 344-
0098
-=Stud\lnts with prior.ilitary service. any
service retain your rank
and eam up to $300 or
IIOre one ~ a IlOI1th
+"
you lIily be eligH.le for
$276 a IlOI1th G.I. Bill
$240 State $1800 Federal
EckIcation Assistance call
T~ Blagbum 863-3516
or Rick Sinnons 841-0534
Idaho AI'IIIYNational GIla
Priv.te living Are.s & Bath
Shared Common Amenities
Furnished & Unfurnished
EVERGREEN lIUITES 384-1600
Looking/or
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Intemships?
Free job-referral
service
Flexible
Schedule
Newly Remodeled 1+
bd apt. in historic
home near St. Lukes
very quiet non-smok-
ing no pets please was
$595 now $550+def:'
!NCL ALL UTIL 6 2 E.
Jefferson 724-3328
We need customer
service reps.
20-40 hrs/wk
Evenings
and
Weekends
Sigma Alpha Lambda
A nat'lleadership and
honors organization is
seekinp motivated &
committed students to
begin a chapter on
campus. 3.0 GPA
req'd. info@sal-
honors.org
$8.00/hr
Paid training
For more info
call 376-4480
BroncoJobs
':I11"."'+I"''''!f''''
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
Starting at $295/mo.
Montl/ly Move ill
. Specials!
Includes an utilities, cable'
HDO, com puler lab. Open 7
days a week.
336-8787
Bartender Trainees
Needed. $250/day
Potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-293-
3985 ext 223
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
career.bolsestate.edu
IF CHEMICALS CAN
CHANGE THE lIJAY I·
THINK AND WHAT I
ENJOY. THEN· FREE
WILL MUST BE AN
ILLUSION.
WHAT
ABOUT
YOUR
SOUL?'
I'M AN
ENGINEER.
. JUS,.,.O:'BEct.EAR :
CAN I .CATCH ANY
OF Tt-tAT BY TOUCHING
THE COFFEEMAKER
AFTER ;f0U?
...---------- .... 0 .... -------- ...~
t.
I:;
!
!...
I NEED TO CHECK A -
FEW THINGS BEFORE
.lA,£ HIRE '(OU.
I
;: r.:r·.-,;·"--"'··- -:...:.:...:...--
GIVE ME BLOOD,·'
HAIR, AND URINE
SAMPLES, FINGER-
PRINTS, SOCIAL-
SECURITY NUMBER,
PAST EMPLOYERS,
AND PAST LOVERS.
BEFORE WE STARTED
DOING ALL OF THIS
CHECKING, DID YOU
KNOW THAT EVERYONE
IN THE WORLD W6.S
D~SPICABLE?
Home Health Care
Agency
Seeking Companions,
NA's&CNAs.
Competitive wages &
flexible Schedules.
Apply @877 N.
Liberty Ste. 205 Boise,
ID 83704 or call (208)
321-7896
Eam·S1,ooo·g,ooo
for your Student Group
in jlBt 3 hoursl
i~4P.d1tI
~
CnmOPRACTIC
Reward!! $50 goes to
the Person who can
find us a Responsible
yet fun roommate! Call
344-0098
M&w,,,,,,,eM
MLitiPt fuodrwng options av~e_ No
carw~Nofa!fIes_JlI5t~>!FlIrxlrai'ilng
dAIfsM'li!m&q"'kIy. CelwM thtpro~lffi\
tNlwoll
IS!!!'PUS
Serving all your
chiropractic needs.
Call Dr.Jim Trapp
at 389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, neck .and
relaxation therapy
walkingdistancefromsub
'025 Lna.in A\e ~1D837Cl5
"AskaboutourBSU discount"
888·923·3238.\\ .....wtampu,tundril\tlcom
Wildland Firefighters
Wante.d
Exciting Outdoor
Seasonal Position No
experience needed-
Training provided
Apply at 6000
Overland Rd. Tues-
Thur: 1-5pm Fri: 2-7pm
Sat: 8am-lpm
Taurus
(April 20-May 20) ,
- Today is a 5 - Now is
the time to ask for that
promotion or raise. Or
maybe you could get a
little more out of your
retirement fund.
Investigate, then insti-
gate a cllange for the
better.
ACROSS
1 Pitcher's
miscues
6 Maglie and
Mineo .
10 Self-images
14 Argentine plain
15 Issue forth
16 Cry.of pain
17 Of the eyes
18 Used a loom
19 Okinawa port
20 Dish from the
Ukraine
23 Comic Skelton
24 Penetrated a
thick skull?
25 Likeeasy-care
clothes
27 Scoundrel
30 Ride the Wind
31 Terrible ruler?
34 Can quarters
36 Hawaiian feasts
39 Iveyor Elcar
40 Threesomes
42 Ritzywheels
43 McCowen and
Guinness
45 Treat for Rover
46 Robed
47 4-string gullars
49 _ Haute. IN
51 Tasty tidbits
54 Demolishing
58 Frozen over
59 Cristobal-Balboa
link
62 Swear:casually
64 Nuzzle
65 Structure starter?
66 _ mater
67 Bocttips
68 Scornful lock
69'Not so hot
70 Health resorts
71 Short and direct
DOWN
1 Political
'coalitions .
2 Greek letter
3 Caesar's
language
4 Ornamental
trinkets -
5 Close to air·
. traffiC
6 Stitched
Today's Birthday (Feb.
10). Family takes prece-
dence this year. Don't
have one of your own
yet? No ~uarantees, but
It looks like a good bet
that you'll be haJ?pily
committed by tlus time
_next year. Interview solid
intellectual types who
like to play games and
love it when you win.
(Not always, of course.)
To get the advantage,
check the day's rating: 10
is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries
(March 21-AprilI9)
- Today is an 8 - You're
more effective at recci v-
ing information now
than you are at dispers-
ing it. Ask questions and
taKe notes.
;fl Vnity
Custom Ceremonies
• weddings, unions &.. more
• coordinating, planning,
consulting services
• day 'pa services
1500 S. Orchard
440-4622
www.unitywcddings.com
Drummer wanted for
established Boise band,
to play original music
338-5260
Need a Spanish
Tutor? BSUgraduate
will tutor you for only
$lO/hr. 5min from
BSU 861-2223
Computer problems?
Trblshoot, upgrde,
purch. consult, virus
removal, Extremely
Low Cost!! Call Micah
@353-3975.
Sell it Fast.
Sell it Free.. -
l'rea ads for students.......
_"" yosthat'a right.,t'.!:m!
jiThtCall
16-8204
.....•.•....place y.~\Jr,l,d;,~:fre~
Gemini
(May 21-June 21)
- Today is an 8 - Travel
and long-distance busi-
ness should go well
today and tomorrow. If
you want more of. some-
Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
- Today is a 6 - Worries
may have yOll second-
guessing recent actions.
Don't fret. Do the home-
work. If you've made a
mistake, you can fix it.
Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22)
- Today is an ~ - There'll
be quite a lot of discus-
sion; some of it heated,
as a group endeavor gets
going. Proceed, but make
sure that cooler heads
prevail.
Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
- Today is a 6 - If you're
well prepared - and yqu
usually are - the inspec-
tion should go just fine.
Even something you
were worried about
should go flawlessly.
Libra
(Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
-'Today is a 10 - In order
to solve a problem close
to home, you may have
to go far away. Expand
your search for the
answer.
Scorpio
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
- Today is as- Arc you
thinking about dipping
into savings to fix some-
thing broken at home?
Does it really need to be
a top priority? Payoff an
old bill first.
Crossword
Horoscopes------~-
By Linda C. Black thing over here, look
Tribune Media Services over there.
14
"
20
58
62
6"
D9
re 2003 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
Solutions7 Hog-wil6
8 Enraged
9 Guides
10 Long time
between dales?
11 Highway
safeguard
12 Orange color
13 Sheltered from
the sun
21 Participate In
charades
22 Orchestra .
member
26 'Peaches and
Pears· painter
28 Action word
29 GeorgElor T.S.
31 Actress Lupino
32 Actor Kilmer
33 Blood vessel
problems
35 Solitary
. 37 Actress Thurman
38 Make lawn
.repairs
41 Missionary
Junipero
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
_ - Today is an 8 - You're a
pretty good talker, but
you may have met your
match. If the other per-
son isn't listening, save
your opinion. Wait until
you're asked.
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
- Today is a 5 - You
should be very produc-
tive, and there's plenty
of work to be done.
Make sure you get the
instructions right so that
you don't have to do
anything over.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
- Today is a 9 - You're
back in the groove -
effective, smart, attrac-
tive and creative. Accept
a challenge. You're up
for it.
Pisces
(Feb. 19-March 20)
- Today is a 6 - It seems
there's more talk than
action now, but try not
to be dismayed. It's nec-
essary to communicate
carefully in order to pre-
vent confusion later.
Listen.
(c) 2003, TRIBUNE
MEDIA SERVICES INC
Distributed by Knight
Ridder ITribune
Information Services.
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44 Spread slowly
48 Tilts
50 Bigot
51 Aluminum
silicates.
52 Eye: pre!.
53 Nose into
55 Surmise
56.Nostrils
57 Angry gaze
60 On the briny
61 Disorderly
situation
63 _ PaUlo'
